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A TENSOR PRODUCT GENERALIZED AD! METHOD FOR ELLIPTIC PROBLEMS
ON CYLINDRICAL DOMAINS WITH HOLES
Wayne R. Dykscn
Department of Computer Sciences
Purdue University




We consider solving second order linear elliptic partial differential equations together
with Dirichlet boundary conditions in three dimensions on cylindrical domains (nonrectangu·
lar in.% and)l) with holes.
We approximate the partial differential operators by standard partial difference opera-
to[5. If the partial differential operator separates into two factors, one depending on.% and]l.
and one depending on :z:. then the discrete elliptic problem May be written in tensor product
form as
(T, @I +1 ~A..,.)U =F.
We consider a specific implementation which uses a Me,hod of PIQM~ approach with unequally
spaced finite differences in the ry direction and symmetric finite difference in the z direction.
We establish the convergence of the Tet1Jor Product GelU!ralized AIurlUJ1;ng Direction Implicit
iterative Method applied to such discrete problems. We show that this method gives a fast
and memory efficient scheme for solving a large class of elliptic problems.
A Tensor Product Generalized ADI Method lor Elliptic ProbleDlJ
on Cylindrical Domains with Holes
Wayne R. Dyksen
1. lDlrodndlon
Elliptic problems in three dimensions on nonrectangular domains present several di.ffi-
culties. First is the often ignored problem of approximating the domain. This may be, in
some sense, as difficult as the rest of the problem. Second, straightforward discretizations
give vcry large linear systems, even for relatively coarse grids. Third, these systeDlJ often do
not possess nice properties, and using simple band Gaws elimination is very expensiv~. We
present a fast mcthod for elliptic probleDlJ which separate into two lactors, one depending on
x and y, and one depending on ::. We obtain a discrete problem of the form
(1.1) (T, €II +1 €>A.,)U ~F.
using tcnsor products of matrices. We then apply a fa:rt, tensor product ADI-method to solve
(1.1) efficiently.
In Section 2 we briefly introduce the T~ruo, Producl G~Mrali::~d A11~'Mlin8 Dl'~CllolI
Implicil (TPGADn method. We use finite differences to derive a tensor product formulation
of tbe discrcte problem in Section 3. In Sections 4 and 5, we apply the TPGADI method to
this discrete problem, proving convergencc for the Dirichlet problem. We explore a specific
implementalion in Section 6, showing that i! is effiei.ent borh in time and memory.
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2. The Two Directional Tensor Prodad Generalized AnI MethodJ
Let A.. and Bt be NI; XH.. matrices, and consider the linear system
(2.1)
We wish to solve the two directional problem (2.1) by using mcEhods employed to 1I01ve the
one directional. simpler problems involving AI' Dh A2 and 8 2 . The ferm. direcriorwl is used
rather Ihan dim<!nJionat since one direction may encompass more than one dimension.
For a given set of positive accderallon pararMterJ PI;. 1 = 1,2,. ". the two directional




[<AI + PH18 1)@B2]C(H\ll=F - [8 I®(A 2 - PH1B2>]C(t)
[8 1~(A2 +Pl+IB:Z>]C(t+l) =F - [(AI -P.l:+IB t)@B2]C(t+l6).
We use the following results in subsequent analysis; details arc found in [Dyksen, 1984a].
TRBOJtEM :Z.I. LeI A.. and Sf: be mmrlceJ of order NI:. xH", and consider 1M linear $Y~­
um (2.1) for F given. Suppose thai 8 1-
11. 1 and B2-
IA2 have complete ~et~ of r.~rnuUized eigenvec.
ton PI and qJ. respectively, with corresponding positive eigenvalues)..f tJIUI iL}, res~ctlvdy. T~n.
for a given u' of positive accelertllion parameten Pi' k = 1,2, •• " tM two directional Teruor Pro-
duct GeMralized AJurntlling Direction Implicil iuralive me'lwd. given by (22) is convergerll, and
C lr iu only solUlion.
CO.OLLA..V %.2. The TPGADI iterlJlive method (2.2) can be Ulll:t (uupt for round-<ifn
In a number of irertllioru equal to the number of unknown.! in either direction; that b. In N lor N z
Iteratioru.
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Discrete elliptic problems arising trom other discretizations in both two and three dimcn-
sions can be solved using the TPGADI method. In two dimensions we have considered the
Method of Lines [Dyksen, 1982] and Hermite bicubic collocation [Oyben, 1984a]. We a1~
have solved problems on three dimensional rectangular domains using Hermite bicubic collo-
cation in.1' and y. and finite differences in:: {DyUcD. 19Mb].
3. The TelllOr Product Formulation or the Discrete Problem.
Let O 2 be a bounded two dimensional domain contained in the rectangle
R = [a... AJ X[a, ,b,.]. A three dimensional cylindrical domain 0 3 is formed by the tensor pra.




101 =g on an J •
(32a)L..,.u = -a (.1' .y)".... - b (x ,J)Uy, +c(x ,1 )Il~ + d (.1' ,J)u, +e(x ,y)u. t2.b > O. ~ ~ O.
(32b) L.u =-(P(Z)II.). +q(z)u. p> O,q~O.
and where f and g are given funcli.ons of z. y and z.
We first consider Ihe subproblem of solving elliptic problems of the form
Lz,u =f in O 2
u=g ona0 2,
where f , g and u arc functi.ons of ;c and y. To solve 8uch problems. we must approximate
both the nonrcctangular domain O 2 and the operator Lz,'
For given positi....e integers N. and Ny" the rectangle R containing O 2 is subdivided by a




The interior of the dOIllBin O 2 is approximated by O2• the set of grid points (Z,,1/) in the
interior of 02. The boundary ao z is BpprOJimated by aii z• the intersection of the grid lines
with aDz. Figure 3.1 shows aD example of a nonrectangular domain. Notc that small ehangcs
in N,IC and N, can substantially ehange the nature of the interior grid clements ncar the boun-
dary. In practice, it is not always possible to choose the grid lines so that they intersect with
an '2 in a nice way. However. 85 N;r; IN;, - co. these effects become less dramatic.
We approllimatc L~u by finite difference operators. Consider a grid point (x"y/) E' O2•
and let the distance to its nearest neighbor to the west, cast, north and south be denoted by
hw• h8 • hN and hs • respectively; that iJ. we have the following five points for the finite differ-
coee approximations.
The partial differential operators in (323) are replaced by the unequally spaced partial differ-
ence operators defined by
(33)
liB - II"










































Figure 3.1 A non rectangular domain from a problem involving beat flow in the
shield of a nuclear c£.:acfor approxlmatcd with N~ =N, =7 Bud with N~ ==-N, =8
(Hcustis, et. al., 1978]
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where Iltl ="(%"y/) (sec [Forsythe and Wasow. 19601. Theorems 202 aod 20.4). Note that
Mu(h.. ,hE) :Sill. and mu(hs ,liN) Shy.
There are two distinct types ot grid points in n2: ,~gular points which have all four of
their nearest neighbors in O 2• and lrr~gul(Jr points which have one or more nearest neighbors
on the boundary an 2" AI irregular grid points, the finite difference approximations in (3.3)
give only o (hI.) and O(h,) approximations to lIu and u". respectively. At regular grid points,
we ha....e II.. =hg Bnd liN =hs so that (3.3) reduces to the standard equally spaced finite differ·
coees giving o (II}) and O(kl> approximations to UJ:.IC and u". respectively. We see from Fig-
ure 3.1 that, as NuN, _ CI:I. most of the interior grid points in O2 are regular grid points.
Thus, the discretization error in the finite difference approximation to L~ u is locally 0 (h}) +
0('72) at most of the grid points in O2. If" has a bounded fourth derivative in °2, then the
global diJcretizarion error is pointwise O(h~, where .II =mu(h.. ,h,.) [Bramble and Hubbard,
1963. Theorem 3.1}.
If we form the difference equations for each point (.x"YJ)E 02,15ubtracting the boun-
dary values on an 2 from the right side, we obtain a system of simultaneous linear equations
in the unknowns U'J :::: u(.x, ,JJ)' which we write as
(3.4)
If 0 1 is rcctangular, then "f+N~(j-I)=UIJ' The matm A..,. has dimension equal to the number
of grid points in 0 1 which is less than or equal to N..N y • If the grid points are ordered in a
natural way (south 10 Dorth, west to eMt), then A..,. hall bandwidth less tban or equal to Ny
depending 00 the domain.
We now relum ro the original problem of solving three dimensional elliptic problems of
tbe form (3.1) by using a "Method of Planes" approach. For a given positive integer M. we




%) =a, +Jhu hi = M +1 ' j =O.l •••••M+l.
On each intcrior two dimensional domain 02@%}' we approximate LZ1 at each point in the
interior of 1'i 2@1') by the partial difference operators (3.3). We approximate L. by the stao-
dard symmetric finite differences. If we now let VI}::::: U(.:r/OYI.Z'!). then our finite difference
approximation to (3.1) results in a system of lineill' equations in cbe unknowDs Uti' which can
be written in tcnsor product form lIS
(35)








and A...,. is defined in (3.4). Notc that we use I to denote the identity matrix of possibly dif-
ferent orders.
4. The TeDsor Produd Generaltud ADI Method ror CyUaclrlcal Domalnl
For II given set of positi"e acceleratioD parameters PI. k = 1,2, •• " the TPGAD[ method




This special case: of the TPGADI method (2.1) with 8 1=B2 =1 is similar in nature Eo the
Peaceman-Rachford method [Young, 1971, Chapter 17]. In traditional three dimensional ADI
applications, the partial diHerential operator is required to separate into three factors, and the
domain is required to be a rectangular right prism. The resulting discrete elliptic problem is
(A ~1 ~/ +10B 01 +1010C)U =F.
which is solved using a three directional ADI scheme [Varga, 1962. SectioD 7.4]. By combining
the ~ lind Y dimensions into one factor, we can solve a considerably larger cll!5! of problems
while still using an efficient TPGADI method.
5. Convcl'Icnce or tbe TelUOr' Product Generalized ADI Method
We DOW establish the convergence of the TPGADI iterative method (4.1) if applied to
the discrete elliptic Dirichlet problem (3.5).
THEOREM 5.1. Far h~. '7 and h~ sllfficielllly small, 1M TPGADI nl.ellwd (4.1) is COflver-
geM if applied 101M dircrele elliplic problem (3.5).
Proof. Let E(l) "" U(I) - U denote the error of the k th iterate. A straightforward eompu·
tation shows that the components of the error satisfy
(5.1)
where A. j and ~J denote the eigenvalues of T~ and A..,. respectively.
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Now, for ~ sufficiently small. the tridiagonal matrix T~ resulting from the :r direction
symmetric finite difference approximation to L~", is symmetric positive definite 50 that its
eigenvalues are real and positive. Since tbe acceleration parameters Pr Rrc always taken to be
real and positive, it follows that for aU I, I
(52) IA,-PI [S€<1.~, +PI
For h... hy and hi sufficiently small, A.., is diagonally dominant [Forsythe and Wasow.
1960, Section 20.7]. Moreover, since the domain n 2 is connec:ted, and since strict inequality
holds for the boundary equations. it (ollows that AJ:)' 15 irreducibly diagonally dominant.
Hence, since .4....,. has positive diagonal elements. its eigenvalues satisfy RCJ.LJ > 0 (Varga,
Theorem I.8J. Thus, for all j. I we have
(5.3) I"'J-PI ISE<lIJ.J +Pl
Combining the inequalities in (52) and (53), we see from (5.1) that
which implies that
lim 1I£(.t)11 =00.-.
We note that the latter part of the proof of Theorem S.1 is merely a proof of the fact
that Theorem 2.1 is still valid under the weaker assumptions that ReA./ > 0 and Re""J > O.
6. Compoter ImplemmtaUoa aDd Performance Evalutlob
We use some of the advanced features of ELLPACKt [Rice and Boisvert, 1985] to
"'=L=L=P="''''CK i8 II. vcry hlp level computet IIl.DJUalc dcvdapcd III Purduc UDivcndty lot ~lviDllCCoDdord-
er lioc.ar clliplic panilll diffcleDtilll CqullIiOllS.
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implemcn~ our numerical method for elliptic problems on cyli.odrical domains. The implcmcn-
ration takes the form of aD ELLPACK program together with supplemental Fortran sUbpro-
grams. ELLPACK automatically discretizes the two dimensional domain n 2 and partial dif·
fereorial operator L",o Th1L5, we usc existing software parts in a Dovel way to solve at lCB5t
two difficult SUbproblems of the originol problem. The supplemental subprograms di5crctizc
L~ It and solve the resulting discrete problem using the TPGADI method. ELLPACK "thinks"
that we are solving a two dimensional problem. A sample ELLPACK program is given in
Appendix A.
We now consider briefly the computational complexity of the TPGADI method derived
for the discrete elliptic problem (Tz@J +1 ~AJ01)U =F. Recall that the tridiagonal matrix T,
has dimension M XM. We assume that A.., has dimension N.., XN.., with bandwidth Kzy ;
reeall that Nzy and Kzy dcpend on the two dimensional nonrcctangular domain n:h with
N",:So N~N, and K", SoN,. Moreover, we assume that M =O(N~)=O(N,) since this is a most
likely case for typical applications. The work required to compute one iteration of tbe
TPGADI method (22) iii in [Dyksen, 19&4a1. For the special case B 1 =B2 =1 as in (4.1). the
work per iteration is summariz.cd in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1
Work to eompute one sweep of the TPGADI method for partial difference equations
on cylindrical domains
z-direction sweep xy-direction sweep
Operation Work Operation Work
W'1=A.>y -pJ:+ll WI" WI =T. -pJ.+ll 'hAl
W =(1 0WVU(I) 2MK..,N.., W =(WI01)U(l+~l WN"
W=F -W MN" W =F-W MN"
W1=T. +Pl+l1 'hAl W1 =A.., +P.l+11 WI"
U(l+Il) = (W 101)-lW 2M +3MN.., U(l+l)=(10Wv-IW 2Kry'1N.., +3MK..,N..,
Thus. tbe work required per iteration for the :-direclion sweep is o ('2MKzyNzy) and for the
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xy-direction sweep is o (3MKZ1 Nz,) so that the total work. per iteration is o (SMKZJNq ). Since
the TPGADI iterative method can be a direct method in M iterations. it (cHows that the total
work to solve the discrete problem (35) is O(SM 2XZ1 N Z1 ). For the simple "worst cue"
N =M =NI. =Ny,NZJ =NzNy and K:rJ =NZl • this simplifies to O(5N~.
By contrast. (T~ @I +1004..,.) has dimension MNZJ XMNZJ and approximate bandwidth
Hr]. The work to factor it using band Gauss elimination with partial pivoting is O(MNJ)
operations. For the simple woest case considered above. tbis simplifies to D(N). Thus. eveD
as a dlred method, the TPGADI method is asymptotically much fastcr than band Gauss elimi-
nation.
The memory required by the TPGADI method is nearly optimal. o (3M"Nzy +6K..,.NZ1 >
words. For the simple wo~l case considered above, this simplifies to O(9N1 words, nine
times the number of unkno'iiRs. To factor (T~ fiJI +1 fiJAJ:Y) using band Gauss elimination,
O{3MN~~) words arc required; O(3N~) words if M =N~ =Ny , Nxy =N~N7 and Kxy =Nxy.
Thus, the TPGADI melhod gives a potential for using a relatively large number of grid lines
10 solve three dimensional elliptic problem.
The following numerical results were computed on a VAX 111780 (UNIX. 4.1BSD) with
a f1oating·point accelerator using the Fortran compiler m with optimizer in single precision.
The acceleration parameters Pl are computed to be [he eigenvalues of the symmetric positive
definite matrix T~ by the EISPACK routine IMrQLl [Smith, et. al., 1976], [Wilkinson, 1962];
the time required to compute these eigenvalues is alwa}'ll included in timings of the TPGADI
method. They are used in increasing order [Lynch and Rice, 1968]. The initial iterate, U(U). i5
always taken to be zero.
EXA.MPLE 6.1. Performance of the TPGADI Method with N Varied
Let O 2 be the two dimensional circular domain defined by
O,={(x,y) I (x -'h)'+(Y -'h)'< 'hI,
12-





where N =M =N;r =Ny so that 11 =hz =11./1 =1&, =_1_ . The ~aximum relative error at theN +1
grid points interior to n 3 is computed. The results are summarized in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2
The TPGADI method applied to the partial difference equations arising from the
Model Dirichlet Problem on a cylindrical domain
N +1=1/. K" N"
Number of Number of Solution Maximum
Unknowns Iterations Time (Sees) Em>'
4 3 9 7:1 3 0.12 9AI9Oc-08
B 7 45 315 7 3D3 7.2661c-07
16 15 193 2895 15 111.45 554260-06
32 31 793 24583 31 4075.00 793'24c:-oS
A logarithmic fit of this liming data shows that Time::::; 6.80·1O-"'N 4.43 which agrees with the
worst case theoretical work estimate of O(5N~) operations. Note that we arc using the
TPGADI method Il5 a direct method; in practice, one would usc many fewer than N ISWCCps.
The partial difference operators in (3.3) and (3.6) are theoretically exact on the Model Diri-
chlct Problem with solution u(.:r,y,z)=:r1y2z3. Machine round-off is achieved, and the
round-off errors do not grow significantly since Error:::: 3.34-10-9_N 2A5.
The TPGADI mcthod uses a relatively modest amount of memory to solve this three
di.mcnsional problem. For tbe case 1/11 =32 (N =31), we use on the order of 220,000 words of
memory. The matrix (Tz ~1 + I ~A.l7) has dimension 24583 x 24583 with approximate
bandwidth 793. The amount of memory required to store and factor it U5ing band Gauss e1im-
ioatioR is approximately 585 million words.
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EXAMPLE 6.2. The TPGADI Mctho<; Applied to the Partial Difference Equations Am-
iog from Problem 18
Let n:2 be the two dimensional nonrecrangular domain given in Figure 3.1 and let 0 3 be
the cylindrical domain defined by nJ=n2~[O.lJ. We extend to three dimensions the two
di.mensional elliptic operator of Problem 18 of tbe populati.on of partial differential equations
in [Rice, ct. al.. 1981]; in pardcular, we consider
(62)
-u,U -(l+xy)"" -(sin(%)Il~)~ -cos(z)w,A" +e-... ..., +(3+%2)" =f in OJ
U=B Dnan,.
where f and g arc chosen so that u(x.y ,J:) = sin(211"x}cos(4ozry)e".
We solve (62) using h =h. -==h", =hy = N ~1 . The lJIIlallest (N +1)/2 eigenvalues of T.
are used D.5 the aeccleralion parameters. The results are given in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3
The TPGADI method applied to the partial difference equations arising from
Problem 18 on a cylindrical domaio
N +l=l/h K., N.,
Number of Number of Solution Maximum
Unknowns Iterations Time (Sees) Erro'
, 2 3 9 2 0D4 6.4266e-ol
8 5 17 119 , 053 12656e-61
16 11 88 1320 8 18EO 3.03720-62
32 23 394 1221' 16 70624 79741e-03
We obtain Error:::: 110hz.1l which agrees with the theoretical convergence rate of OChoz).
The number of i[erattons is chosen a priori. somewhat arbitrarily; it is possible that fewer
iterations would produce satisfactory results. Figure 6.1 contains contour plots of two cro~
sections of the error in solving Problem 18 for the case h = 1/16. Note that [he errors on some
of the contours are larger than the maximum error gi...en in Table 63: this is due to the error
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Figure 6.1 Contour plols of two cross sections of (he error in solving Probll:m 18 on
the planes z = 1/2 (top) and z = 1/4 (bottom) for the case 11 = 1/16
IS
EXAMPLE 6.3. The TPGADI Method Applied fa the Partial Difference EquatioD! Aris-
ing from a Cylindrical Domain with a Hole
ELLPACK provides a so-called HOLE IegtlU!fIl which defines a hole to be removed from
a two dimensional nonrectangular domain defined by a BOUNDARY segment. The discreti-
zation module 5 POINT STAR is designed to handle such domains. As a result, our imple-
mentation allows cylindrical domains with holes. Let 02 be the two dimcilsional nonree:tangu-
lar domain with a hole given in Figure 6.2. Let n J be the cylindrical domain defined by
o3=n2~[O.ll We consider tbe heat conduction problem defined by
(63)
where g is defined by
-".D-~-"u=o inO]
U=8 coaG,.
_ ( 1600[, (1 -,)]' if (z -1/4)' +(y - If4)' = 1/16
S (x ,y ,z) - 0 elsewhere.
The solution II to (6.3) can be interpreted as the steady lJtaie temperature distribution within
n 3. given that the boundary is kept at the temperaturcs defined by B·
We see from Figure 6.1 that the domain (i 2 is difficult to approximate parti.cularly since
the bole is so close to the left boundary x =- o. For example. even if h~ = 1/16, there would be
only one grid line betwcen them. We solve (6.3) using h~ =h., = 1m. h~ =1/16 and h~ = 1/64,
h., = 1m, h, = 1/16, giving 8400 and 17,190 unknowns' to compute, respectively. We use 8
iterations of the TPGA.Dl method resulting in solution times of 364.74 seconds and 769.28
seconds, rcspectively. Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 arc contour plots of a cross section of the
computed solution on the planes % = 1/2 and % =. 1/4. The compuled solution shows the heat
flowing out from the hole through n 3 to the outer cool boundaries ot n 3· Notc that even
though the contour plots look similar OD tbe two different planes, the muimum value in the
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Figure 6.1 A graph of a cross section of the domain for Example 62 with the grid
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Figure 6.3 Contour plots of (wo cross sections of the compured solution to a heat
conduction problem on the planes % = 1/2 (lop) and r = 1/4 (bottom) for tbe case
h, = h, = 1/32. h, = 1/16
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FJ&un 6.4 ConlOur plol! of Iwe cross sections of the computed solution 10 a hear
conduction problem on the planes z = 1/2 (lOp) and z ::::z 1/4 (bouom) for (he case
h. : 1/64. h, = 1/32. h, = 1/16
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8. Appendls A • A Sample ELLPACK PrograDl
Our numerical method for ellipti.c problems on cylindrical domains with holes is imple-
meated within the ELLPACK system [Rice and Boisvert. 1985J. We use an ELLPACK pro-
gram supplemented with Fortran subprograms. The two dimensional domain O 2 and partial
differential operator LI:y are discrctized by ELLPACK. The discretization of Lz and the
TPGADI solution of the discrete problem is done by the supplemental Don-ELLPACK subpro-
grams. Notc that ELLPACK '"thinks" that we arc solving a two dimensional problem. A sam-
pie ELLPACK program is given Figure 8.1 for the PoissoD problem on a right circular
cylinder.
The ELLPACK language provides a simple and natural way to express a two dimensional
nonrectangular domain by specifying a sequence of parameterized sides together with boun-
dary conditions. For example. the domain in Figure 3.1 is defined in ELLPACK by the fol-
lowing so-called BOUNDARY seg~nJ:
U = 0.0 rn X .. O.~·SIN(T), Y ~ 0.5"<DS(T) FC.R T=O. 10 Plf2.
rn LtNE 0.50,0.0010 1.00,0.00'10 1.00,0.25 10
0.75,0.25 10 0.75,0.50 '10 0.~O,O . .50 10
0.~O,O.75 'IO 0.25,0.75 1"0 0.25,1.00 1"0
0.00,1.00 TO 0.00,0.50
In this BOUNDARY segment, homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions are specified on
all sides of the domain.
A two dimensional, nonrectangular domain is discretized within ELLPACK using the
scheme described in Section 3 [Rice, 1984]. The domain processor overlays the rectangular
grid of points on the domain, determines which grid points are inside and outside of ~he
domain, determines which interior grid points are next to the boundary, and finds the lnter-
scclions of the grid lines with the boundary of the domain. The boundary intersection points
must be determined accurately relative to the discrelization error so that the Dirichlet boun-






SIlMPU! ELLPACK PRlXiRAM FOR PARTIAL DIFFEReD! E(JJATIONS 00













<XJ,f,O'l1 I TPZ22Z J Z
DECLARATlalS .
pARMEIc.R (IGJ2MlC - g)
pARN.£TER (NPLN.« .. lQlZMIC.. 2)
pAJW,£TER (NBDMX .. S I JN:iRY • 2 )
pARAMITER (NDlM'C .. 2"N!DoI'X + 1)
P.ARN.EI'ER (WDCLXY .. II Ip,u:Q"(~ + J»
cx:r.t.O'i I TPRSlD I TPRS(O(SIIMm,NPUMC)
~ I TPUN<N' J TPUNKN(SnYm,NPLN.«)








Ea..lATlON .• uxx: . uyy ~ (2."Y·oZ"Z··) + I,·X·o2"Z·O] + 6."X·oz oy.o2°Z)
GUO.
9 X POINTS -1.0 TO 1.0
9 y POlNTS .1.0 TO 1.0
FamlAN.
C





HZ .. (BZ.AZ) I (rGtIIll.t)
MDZM2 '" l'GtIIIl- 2
GRIIll( I) ,.. AZ
00 10 KZ" 2, NiRIDZ·l
GRIIJl.(KZ) = AZ + (KZ.1)"HZ
1 0 <X1'lI' [NJE
GRIDZ(MiRUll) = BZ
Figure 8.1 Sample ELLPACK program for partial difference equations on cylindri-
cal domains and the TPGAD! iterative melhod. Supplementary Fortran program
are loaded from a precompiled library.
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c
C DlSCRETIZB X,Y OPEM.'IOR. WHD lIfE RIGHI' SIre TPRSlD










CALL BI.llr\XY (Rlc:x:e> ,AXY, I 1lIXD, IlPoRQ. I IM'CO,
A II eDII:. IllNlX..NBrIlNX.l, NBAN>L)








CALL SETRlD (1RR:>,RfI>. N:iRIDZ., NIt'ERS. TZ ,NPUMC ,v.aut)
C
C SOCVB ( 1Z X I + I X AXY ) TPlIr«N .. TPRSID
C
NLIW<) - I
MlCYBNJ "'- WOXO(NBrmJI... NBrVOJ)
CALL TPGADI (TZ, B2Z, NPln«. NDlM2. NZlWV ,AXY •BXY • (J~. I lNE.Ql.
A M.'CYIN),TPRSID.TPlJNKN, BZFACT.8XYFcr ,WJRI<M,{,VtORKNN.
B ~ ,WJRKBZ ,VoRKBXY ,\\ORK ,NITERS .RHO)
c
C EYAUl'io.TE SOUJI'rCN AND ERRat 00 B'Q{ PLANe
C
00 20 KZ = 1. N:DlM2
Z = GRIDZ(KZ+J)
PRINT ., •••• PU\NB Z .... Z
lNITL = 1


















Ft.N::TI CN TRUE (X, Y)
~ I TPZ7ZZ I Z






GiVCI1 the graph of a domain and the grid lines as i.n Figure 3.1. the task of ''processing''
a nODrectangular two dimensional domain is easy to do "by eye". However. the automation of
this process within a computer program is nontrivial. The domain processor consists of
approximately 1450 lines of executable Fortran. By contrast, the totality of subprograms
which construct and solve the discrete elliptic problem contain approximately 1200 lines of
code. Hence. to implement our numerical method 00 cyli.ndrieal domains, the problem of
approximatiog the domain is in some sense as difficult (as measured by the amount of Fortran
code) as that of approximating the solution of the elliptic problem.
The ELLPACK discretizati.on module 5 POINT STAR uses the output from the domain
processor to construct the matrix A..,. in (3.5); that is, 5 POINT STAR approximates L~ u on a
two dimensionBl cross section n z of the three dimensionBl cylindrical domain n 3· The origi-
nal version of S POINT STAR wu modified slightly to evaluate the right side of the partial
differential equation and eliminate the Dirichlet boundary conditi.ons on each cross section.
The matrix T. approximating L~u ill computed by a BILDTZ. The % direction oper:ator.
L. == -(P(z)u~). +q(z)u, is specified in the funelion subprogralIl5 ZPCOE and ZQCOE. The
z variable is made available to all subprograms through so-called global common.
The discrete problem is solved by TPGADI which implements the TPGADI method
(4.1). The routine BLDAXY interfaces the output from S POINT STAR for input to
TPGADI. The acceleration paraMeters PI: are computed to be the eigenvalues of the sym-
metric positive definite matrix T~ by SETRHO which uscs the EISPACK routine IMTQLl
(Smith et aI., 1976], [Wilkinson. 1962]. They are used in increasing order [Lynch and Rice,
1968]. The initial iterate, U(O), is always taken to be zero. Although the source for these sup-
plementary programs could be included in the SUBPROGRAMS segment of the ELLPACK pro-
gram. we automatically load them from a separate, precompiled library.
